Abstract.
Introduction
In [1] Andersen and Sawyer characterized the good weights for the fractional maximal function M+ using complex interpolation and, as a consequence, were able to characterize the good weights for the fractional integral operators. Their methods seem to be restricted to the case of equal weights and raise the question of obtaining a geometric proof of the characterization of the good weights for M+.
We introduce a dyadic one-sided maximal function M+ D, and prove that it is pointwise equivalent to M+ ; furthermore, since our maximal function is dyadic, Sawyer's original technique [3] can be used to characterize the pairs of weights for which it is bounded (even in the case of different weights). We obtain a general condition and prove that in the case of equal weights it is equivalent to condition (1.5) in [1] . In this way we give a new proof of Theorem 1 in [1] .
Throughout this paper C will denote a positive constant, not necessarily the same at each occurrence. If p > 1, its conjugate exponent will be denoted by p'. For any measurable set A and any positive function g, xa will denote the characteristic function of A , \A\ its Lebesgue measure, and g(A) the integral of g over A. If I -[a, b) is an interval, then we will denote by I* the interval [b, 2b -a). In order to be able to take averages away from x it is convenient to introduce a new maximal function that is equivalent to M+ ,
Proof. It is enough to consider positive and bounded / and take sups in the following obvious inequalities:
(2.5) Proposition. For each a there are two constants Pa and Qa such that
Proof. Let us fix / > 0 and x in R. Let I = [a, b) £ Ax . Then
Conversely, it is enough to consider the case in which a is of the form 2k ; let I and I* be two dyadic intervals of length 2k~x , whose union covers Following the argument in [3] , it is enough to prove that the operator T, defined by Tg = o(I* k)~x Jj. \g\a is of weak type (1, q/p) with respect to the j.k measures yjk in Z x Z, and a dx in R. We need then to prove that $>,,*; Tg(j,k)>x}<c (x~x j \g\o^j ".
Since our intervals I* k are dyadic, we may choose a maximal collection /* relative to the property Tg(j, k) > X. It is clear that for each x in Ej>k , w^r1/ °<MiD(oXi1k)(x).
Therefore using (2.7) and the fact that q/p > 1 , we have Remark. It follows from the proof that although (2.7) is stated only for dyadic intervals, it is equivalent to the same condition for any interval.
(Sp a D) seems stronger than the usual (5+) condition, but actually they are equivalent. follows.
To prove the converse we will use the equivalence between (Sp a D) and (5+?) and prove that (A+q) implies (5+ q a) using the method of [2] . Let I be fixed. A similar argument to the one used in Proposition (2.4) proves that for every x there exists an /? (that depends on x) and a constant Ca (that depends only on a) such that M:(xiU-"')(x)<Caha-x f u~pl.
J(x+h/2,x+h)
Using (A^f) and the relationship between p, q , and a , we obtain (Ml-(xiu-p')(x))q < Caha*+P' ( f u") \J{x,x+h/2) J I / X -p'/(cq+p')\ aq+P'
= Ca[h( y \j(x,x+h/2) ) j
Let us now define s = aq+p' and /? = 1 -p'/(aq +p'), and let us consider the operator Mu,,pf(x) = supx6/ ug(I)P~x Jj \f\uq . Our last inequality can now be written as (3.1) (Ml-(x,u-p')(x))q < Ca(Muqj(u-qXl))2.
But it is well known [3] that Mu, j maps L,(i7*) into Ls(uq), provided s~x = fx -p ; i.e., 7 = 5/(1+ sfl). Integrating both sides of (3.1) over I and using this result, one gets (7(MQ+(*7«-p')W)^) " < C ^j(Mu^p(u-qx,))suq< Ca^ju-qtuq^qt ■ But is easy to check that t = ps/q and q -qt = -p', and therefore, we have proved (j(M^(xiu-"')(x))Ou^j " <Ca(^Ju-p'ŵ hich is (S+qa).
